
1. This is a style of dance of something you turn to get water out of? T_______
2. When you have an idea or an opinion on something? T_______
3. What is used to take your temperature? T_________
4. In cooking what does tbsp mean? T_________
5. You watch films and shows on this in your home and they can be widescreen or portable? T_________
6. You aim the arrow at the centre of what? T____________
7. What you use to call somebody in another place to speak to them? T___________
8. What is the name of the person who aids your education in the classroom? T____________
9. Before you use something you might want to try it out first? T_________
10. What is the name of the place you might go to watch a live performance of a play or musical? T__________
11. What is the opposite of short when describing a persons height? T______________
12. You sit here to eat your dinner at, or might even play tennis on? T___________
13. If you are very good at singing you might want to enter a competition to show off your what? T____________
14. What is it called when you detect the flavour of something you eat? T_______________
15. A dentist is a person who looks after what in your body? T_____________
16. What is the sticky strips that helps fix things together, like when wrapping a present? T______
17. When you undertake a specific piece of work what is it called? T_________________
18. A group of players who work together in a sport are called a what? T_________________
19. What is the large storage chamber called that keeps water in, in your home? T_______
20. What is the drink made with leaves, you can get Earl Grey or Chamomile to name a few? T____________ 
21. What is the name given to a compulsory monetary contribution taken from your wage each time? T__________
22. What is the name of the large Dinosaur that lived millions of years ago? T____________
23. What is the name given to a waste pile or money that you give to someone for good service? T________
24. The number that comes after one? T_____________
25. Trains, Buses, Cars, Bikes are all forms of what? T____________________
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1. Tap 

2. Thought

3. Thermometer

4. Tablespoon 

5. Television

6. Target

7. Telephone

8. Teacher

9. Test

10. Theatre

11. Tall

12. Table

13. Talent

14. Taste

15. Teeth

16. Tape

17. Task

18. Team

19. Tank

20. Tea

21. Tax

22. Tyrannosaurus Rex

23. Tip

24. Two

25. Transport
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